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Renowned for its comprehensive range of decorative electrical wiring accessories and audio and lighting controls, Hamilton Litestat has a
design and finish to suit every style of interior from ultra contemporary to heritage restoration. However, Hamilton’s in-house ‘Savile Row’
design and manufacturing service also produces bespoke accessories tailored to individual briefs. Whether it’s a style of finish or particular
function, Hamilton’s expert in-house team will work with you to create special wiring accessories, however simple or complex your requirements.

This includes creating bespoke wiring accessories to complement a new collection of architectural ironmongery supplied by Hamilton from
artisan Italian brand Giara®, samples of which will be available to view at Interiors LDN (stand T60). The luxury door handles are cast in sand
moulds using a technique dating from 5,000 BC and finished by hand; each one possessing a unique individual character. They are crafted
from high quality Britannia metal and bronze, both of which are resistant to corrosion and require no lacquer, allowing the natural beauty of the
metal to shine through. As part of the Savile Row service, Hamilton’s team can create complementary switch plates and sockets in the style of
the Giara handles’ unique finishes; perfect for high end projects where design, quality, durability and individuality are paramount.

Notes to Editors

Hamilton Litestat has over 40 years’ experience designing and manufacturing switches, sockets and lighting controls.

Hamilton Litestat manufactures and supplies a diverse range of high quality decorative electrical wiring accessories in a range of
finishes from classic to contemporary and bespoke to standard fittings.

For information on Hamilton Litestat’s comprehensive range of high quality switches, sockets and lighting controls, visit
www.hamilton-litestat.com
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